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ABSTRACT   

Many applications, such as interactive data analysis and sign detection, can benefit from hand gesture 

recognition. We offer a low-cost approach based on human-computer interaction for predicting hand 

movements in real time. Our technique involves using a color glove to train a random forest classifier and 

then predicting a naked hand at the pixel level. Our algorithm anticipates all pixels at a rate of around 3 

frames per second and is unaffected by differences in the surroundings. It's also been proven that HCI-based 

data augmentation is more effective than any other way for enhancing interactive data. In addition, the 

augmentation experiment was carried out on multiple subsets of the original hand skeleton sequence dataset, 

each with a different number of classes, as well as on the entire dataset. On practically all subsets, the 

proposed base architecture improved classification accuracy. When the entire dataset was used, there was 

even a modest improvement. Correct identification could be regarded as a quality indicator. The best 

accuracy score was 94.02 percent for the HCI-model with support vector machine (SVM) classifier. 
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1. Introduction  

Hand detection and recognition, a crucial feature of vision-based gesture recognition for natural Human-

Computer Interaction, is conceivable (HCI). It's worth emphasizing that the hands are necessary organs for 

humans to interact and carry out several important tasks daily [1]. Hand and other body part tracking from 

digital photographs has transformed not only the scientific world, but also the entertainment business, such as 

gaming and animation. It also replaced traditional hard labor in fields like as factory automation, virtual reality, 

rehabilitation and handicap support, performance monitoring, and many others [2]. There are now methods in 

which a user can have unique hardware connected to his or her body that allows for accurate study of the joints 

and geometry of body components. It's neither natural nor comfortable, though. Furthermore, wearing 

specialized hardware tailored for specific tasks is very costly. For simplicity, cost effectiveness, and a natural 

interface experience, vision-based applications are favored over alternative approaches. In [3], the authors use 

sophisticated computer graphics to generate training samples. We found this expensive and using color gloves, 

Developers can make their own custom gestures with ease. Another advantage of our approach is that the system 

uses actual raw depth images as training samples. It takes up realistic noises like shadows and instrument noise 
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on its own. It is extremely difficult to mimic these noise effects using computer graphics, as shown in [3]. Our 

contributions are summarized as follows:  

1. From a computational standpoint, there appears to be no literature comparing SVM to random forest. 

We present an in-depth complexity analysis of the two techniques, rather than simply providing 

experimental accuracy as is done in typical machine learning studies. 

2. By carefully exploring a broad space of parameters, we undertake lengthy trials to evaluate the 

effectiveness of the random forest classifier. The results are intriguing, as they lead to a better 

understanding of the support vector machine.  

2. Background 

With complex background, one can observe skin model and additionally use assumption that the ROI is always 

in motion as described in [4]. There are cases where false skin detection under different lighting conditions in 

uncontrolled situations can occur. This can be identified with motion segmentation with finding difference 

between moving foreground and stationary background [5]. This is brilliant idea for hand segmentation to 

reduce false skin detection and can certainly implementable. As suggested by [6, 7] two different approaches to 

track motion pixels; the first one is simple frame subtraction method. Although it has limitation as it’s sensitive 

to camera noise, additionally hand or face movement will open and occlude regions in background and can 

contribute in some sort of false detection [8]. The second method is more robust with optical flow motion 

tracking, where they need to initialize feature points. We have tried this approach with HCI with our case and 

experience suggests that it is good for hand motion where you can define multiple tracking points. But for hand, 

since it has smaller size compared to its background which include face, this method is not that much helpful. 

Also, it will place limitation of detection algorithm since ROI must be in motion. As described in their paper 

[9], presents very good example of skin probability function and its uses, and how it can track wrong regions in 

a scene. They mention about Hue color space where he is independent of intensity and can be ideally suitable 

for skin detection [10]. The problem arises when along with user there are object which has skin color tone. For 

example, a table may have certain wood like color which can be misidentified as skin color tone with Hue 

thresholding. Now if we are using skin probability function, where it represents the lighter pixels as skin and 

darker as background [11]. The hand region has darker pixels compare to the table in a background and if we 

solely rely on probability function where, higher probability will indicate the table region in background and 

that means a weak skin detector. That’s why they introduce the motion detectors which can identify moving 

region of interest as compared to static background. As saw in Figure 1 Hand gesture recognition using learning 

mode and recognition algorithm.  

 
Figure 1. Hand gesture recognition using learning mode and recognition algorithm [11] 
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In [12] author calculates depth histogram and thresholds depth image based on that. They assume that the hands 

are in front of the camera all the time and the rest of human body is considered as part of background. They 

calculate distance of hands and other body parts from accumulated histogram by analyzing rapid increase in the 

histogram slops as described in [13]. They assume that the hands are in front of camera and if slope is greater 

than certain value then this region is selected as candidate ROI. They use color information to segment other 

objects at the same depth level, thus they turn to skin color detection. This method is highly restrictive for hand 

movement since it requires hands to be in front of camera all the time. It deals solely with depth images and 

finds hand and its movement as described in [14]. They propose classifier that combines a boosting and cascade 

structure. The features for training are depth differences at the stage of detection and learning. They also 

implement depth region grow and Depth Adaptive Mean Shift. Although they claim successful results the 

tracking algorithm can be quite slow because of region growing method. 

 
Figure 2. A complete block diagram of gesture understanding algorithm [15] 

 

As described in their paper [16, 17], presents very good example of skin probability function and its uses, and 

how it can track wrong regions in a scene. They mention about Hue color space where he is independent of 

intensity and can be ideally suitable for skin detection [17]. The problem arises when along with user there are 

object which has skin color tone. For example, a table may have certain wood like color which can be 

misidentified as skin color tone with Hue thresholding. Now if we are using skin probability function, where it 

represents the lighter pixels as skin and darker as background [18]. The hand region has darker pixels compare 

to the table in a background and if we solely rely on probability function where, higher probability will indicate 

the table region in background and that means a weak skin detector. That’s why they introduce the motion 

detectors which can identify moving region of interest as compared to static background. 

 

In [19] author calculates depth histogram and thresholds depth image based on that. They assume that the hands 

are in front of the camera all the time and the rest of human body is considered as part of background. They 

calculate distance of hands and other body parts from accumulated histogram by analyzing rapid increase in the 

histogram slops as described in [20]. They assume that the hands are in front of camera and if slope is greater 

than certain value then this region is selected as candidate ROI. They use color information to segment other 

objects at the same depth level, thus they turn to skin color detection. This method is highly restrictive for hand 

movement since it requires hands to be in front of camera all the time [21-24]. 
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3. Methodology  

In this paper, understanding gestures is a key challenge with ML (machine learning) and HCI in this study 

(human-computer interaction). Gestures are used by both humans and animals to show emotions and, in some 

situations, to communicate. Humans engage with the natural world by using their hands as tools. The human 

hand, as we all know, is much smaller than the rest of the body and has the most degrees of freedom. As a result, 

modeling the human hand would be difficult, even if most real-world applications do not necessitate many 

degrees of freedom., In our case of the hand, for example, elaborate manual modeling is not required in this 

regard. A gesture might be static, dynamic, or a combination of the three. Hand movements will not be required 

for stationary gestures, but rather a complicated set of specific locations / signals expressing various symbols 

or meanings, as indicated in the diagram. Others, on the other hand, include hand movements up to a specific 

point to establish a trajectory. In our instance, we must recognize that human gestures must coexist with those 

working on manufacturing lines. As a result, in this section, we'll demonstrate how to decode pre-programmed 

simple signals using basic hand path movements.  

• Once hand has been initialized, hand tracking algorithm will return 3D points. 

• Store every 15 points and find out if the start and stop point are still in the range along with others, if 

so, then raise the flag for gesture to start. 

• Once flag has been raised for start process, record all consecutive points, and inform user with text on 

screen and draw trajectory with different(red) color. 

• Again, store every 15 points while trajectory is being recorded, and check continuously if the hand has 

stopped moving. 

• Once that condition realizes raise other flag for gesture-stop and reset flag for gesture-start making 

way for new gesture.  

 

3.1. Dataset description  

IEEE-Data Port, an open-source archive for hand recognition, provided the data. We were able to run 

experiments with similar (scalability) results after processing this dataset. The total number of scales was 

divided in half, which was offered as a heuristic solution. The first half, which contains photos of large sizes, 

would be parallelized by computing each scale in parallel, while the second half, which contains images of small 

scales, would also be parallelized. The dataset was processed in this way using multi-cross folds. 

3.2. Model  

For this, we employed a support vector machine (SVM) classifier. SVM was chosen due to its ease of use, 

predictability, and speed; also, HCI has an excellent interface for creating classifiers. It will be examined in 

many ways once a complete set of 3D data has been recorded as a single trajectory. Individual points are scanned 

and used, then acceptable angles between successive points are found, as explained in the Data collection and 

Processing sections. Later, for better representation, those angles are translated to codes. As a result, we will 

obtain a sequence of codes that will constitute the feature vector for both training and testing our SVM from a 

set of points. The entire procedure is described in detail.as we saw in Figure 2 the hand gestures recognition 

model.  

 
Figure 3. A systematic and pictorial view of hand gestures recognition model 
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3.3. Pruning and overfitting  

The impact of trimming on prediction accuracy was investigated. We pruned the forests trained with 1000 

features and three trees for varied numbers of training images to investigate this. The pruned models' test set 

accuracy was then calculated. When compared to the whole tree, trimming the tree revealed absolutely no 

difference in accuracy. The reason for this, we believe, is because the splitting nodes very high up in the tree 

have already confidently divided the training points into their class. The random forest method, on the other 

hand, continues to exhaust the features until the full tree is built. We don't lose accuracy by halting the prediction 

early in the tree, and we enhance prediction speed. Finally, we calculated the training accuracy and compared 

it to the test accuracy to see how much the model overfits to the training data. The number of training samples 

was changed while 1000 features and three trees were fixed. We illustrate that there is a lot of overfittings going 

on. The training error is continuously low (mean 2.03%) and far less than the testing accuracy.  

 

Tables 1. calculate the Time of performance 

Process Time 

Gesture Recognition 0.07 

Detection 7.3 

Classification 15.3 

Total 22.67 

 

4. Results 

When trained on the expanded training sets, the SVM-based recognition classifier leveraging HCI design 

parameters enhanced its average maximum validation accuracy. The model with the best generator loss attained 

an average maximum validation accuracy of 94.02 percent. As a result, the least generator loss model 

outperformed the model with the best inception accuracy, giving the impression that it is better suited for 

selecting the optimal HCI model. 

Without data augmentation, the multi-class HCI findings represent a considerable improvement over the original 

baseline classifier and warrant further exploration.so as we saw detect and recognize the hand from figures so 

each one has detected different for each other in figure 4 we see no hand detect and in Figure 5 we see Thumbs 

Down, and in Figure 6 we see Back Peace Sign. 

Table 2. Classification accuracies on original test set for different augmentation methods with a multi-class 

SVM outperform 

Class. Augmentation Model       Ratio 

Orig. Gen. 

Best V al. %  SD Mean Last V al. %   SD Mean 

20-24 - - 1 0 83.22 1.22 83.80 3.50 

20-24 SVM HCI 1 1 94.02 2.23 80.05 5.08 

20-24 Cut Length HCI 1 1 83.81 1.22 79.40 2.00 

20-24 Add Noise HCI 1 1 83.16 4.77 79.00 2.99 

20-24 Add Noise HCI 1 1 82.84 3.87 81.00 4.99 

20-24 Add Noise HCI 1 1 82.84 2.71 81.22 4.00 

20-24 Random Forest HCI 1 1 83.16 1.65 81.31 5.00 

Table 2 shows the results for combining HCI augmentation methods. The tests were conducted on the classes 

20 to 24 as the alternative augmentation methods were effective for this subset in the previous experiments. For 

each augmentation method, 60 new samples were independently generated and appended to the real dataset. 

The improvement that was achieved with the multi-class SVM was also observable when it was used together 

with the alternatively generated sequences. The combination of sampling from random sequence segments and 

SVM augmentation was even slightly more effective than the multi-class SVM on its own. Interestingly, there 

was a strong boost in the best validation accuracy when all three alternative methods were applied together. The 
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resulting score is in the same region as for the multi-class SVM. Potentially, the classifier was able to learn new 

information from the three combined transformations that can all be concurrently exercised by the multi-class 

SVM. Finally, using all four augmentation methods did not lead to a further boost. Overall, it appears that the 

multi-class data augmentation comprises most of the positive augmentation effects by itself. 

 
Figure 4. From an image, we see no hand detect 

 

 
Figure 5. From an image, we see thumbs down 
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Figure 6. From an image, we see back peace sign 

 

The two statistics appear to connect with absolute improvement when focused on the average of the best 

validation error. On the one hand, it appears that as the number of classes and hence the number of raw samples 

in the training set grows, the improvement decreases. The difference grows less and even negative when the 

number of selected categories increases from seven to 10. Using data augmentation for twenty classes as well 

as the complete data set improves classification accuracy, even though the categorization is quite modest. 

Data augmentation, on the other hand, is more effective for subgroups with longer maximum sequence lengths. 

The maximum sequence length differed dramatically between the three subgroups of the five classes, even 

though they all had the same amount of original training samples. The most significant improvements were 

made in the classes with the longest maximum sequence length. While the maximum sequence length was the 

same in the 7th, 8th, 9th, and 10th grade trials, where improvement decreased as the training sample size grew, 

when the trials were repeated across grades, the maximum sequence length was much longer. Increasing the 

data again has a good effect in these circumstances. Synthetic samples are less effective for improving 

classification accuracy for the total data set because the maximum number of frames for created sequences is 

cut to a smaller number. When synthetic sequences contain a maximum of 500, 700, or 1000 frames, all 

classification scores are lower than the original baseline. 

 

These broad observations make it difficult to draw definite conclusions, and it appears that the effectiveness of 

data augmentation is likely to be influenced by a variety of other factors, most notably the shape, kind, and 

diversity of the classes chosen. As a result, determining a definite limit beyond which the process of increase 

begins to fail is difficult. Data augmentation, on the other hand, is clearly more useful for tiny data sets that are 

easy to supplement with additional information. While the lower training set reduces the visual quality of the 

synthetic samples, the generated sequences appear to carry enough information to have a favorable effect. 
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Figure 7. Experimental results being displayed in graphical representation 

 

As we see in Figure 7 the Number of training samples explain the effect of varying the number of training 

samples and Number of features explain the effect of varying the number features.  

 

Table 3. comparison our work with provided papers 

Article  Technique  Accuracy  

[21] Deep conventional neural network (DCNN) 93.25% 

[22]  LSTM  99.4%  

Proposed  Support vector machine (SVM)  94.02% 

 

5. Conclusion  

In this research paper, we constructed a human-computer interaction system for hand gesture detection, and we 

tested augmentation strategies on a subset of three classes. Because the dataset was smaller, training time was 

lowered, allowing for more trials to be completed in the allotted time. It was discovered that training all three 

classes on a single multi-class HCI is more successful for augmenting data than using a separate network to 

generate samples for each class. Because multi-class HCI uses a larger number of training samples and different 

classes, it is more likely to capture both the underlying structure of a hand position and the unique variations 

across the action classes. Furthermore, even though its synthetic sequences appeared less realistic, the HCI 

model with the lowest generator loss had a larger beneficial influence on classification accuracy (94.02%). 

Overall, the thesis's principal goals were accomplished. The established architecture was put into place and 

proved to be beneficial in terms of data augmentation. Furthermore, the HCI was evaluated and compared to a 

variety of alternatives using appropriate assessment measures. 
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